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By taking part in this DigiEduHack 2023 event, you as a participant will develop solutions to digital education challenges faced by organisations in Europe and beyond. Since DigiEduHack aims to be a community, the main features of your solutions and ideas will be openly shared on the DigiEduHack website. This will offer you and your solutions further marketing and showcasing opportunities. Here is the most important information you need to know about sharing innovative solutions during and after this DigiEduHack 2023 event.

DURING DIGIEDUHACK

During this hackathon, you will work in cross-disciplinary teams to jointly develop ideas and co-create solutions to tackle digital education challenges. Teams should not copy or use the ideas of other teams. At the end of the event, the best solutions will be awarded. We encourage a diversity of solutions: your solution can be an idea or can be an advanced, ready-to-be prototyped concept.

If you want to share a more mature idea that you are planning to protect with patents or any other forms of intellectual property, you should not share the key technical details, confidential information, or any other core business information. You are responsible for the information you share. However, this should not prevent you from inspiring the community by bringing innovative and disruptive ideas and solutions.

AFTER DIGIEDUHACK

After DigiEduHack, all the proposed solutions will be shared on the DigiEduHack website. Each solution will include a brief context, a description, and the possibility to add the contact details of a team’s members. You can decide in advance whether to share or not your contact information. Bear in mind that having your team contacts accessible might foster international partnerships to implement your ideas after the hackathon.

The DigiEduHack team and partners publish the proposed solutions developed during the hackathon events solely for the purposes of facilitating public access to the information. The DigiEduHack team and partners shall therefore not be liable regarding the validity or scope of any intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to pertain to the implementation or use of any of the proposed solutions shared on its website, neither does it represent that it has made any effort to identify any such rights. The DigiEduHack team and partners cannot guarantee that the text of the proposed solution is an exact reproduction of the proposed solution. This database is general in character and whether you want to use and develop a proposed solution further; this is permitted provided that you acknowledge the source and the team which worked on the solution by using the team’s name indicated on the website.
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